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Content Experiences Your 
Audience Will Love

Lauren Klein
lauren.klein@rockcontent.com



About Delos 
/ Stay Well
Delos supports the health, well-being and 

performance of people around the world 

through leading research and 

evidence-based standards, programs and 

solutions. Stay Well is the wellness and 

lifestyle brand.



Stay Well: The Opportunity Ahead

Position Stay Well as a leading lifestyle 
brand

Capitalize on Stay Well’s organic 
success to date, and for the first time 
start to build out unique Stay Well 
content

Leverage content around the Stay Well 
narrative at every stage in the user 
journey (awareness, consideration and 
conversion Ie purchase Stay well shop. 

Learn through content and grow with 
the audience 
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● Lead Generation/Activation Content 
Experiences

○ Rational, data-driven content experiences 
to capture data and harness demand

Our proposed
Content 

Model

● Brand Building Content Experiences
○ Emotional, educational content to build 

memory structures and generate demand

Long-term brand building and activation are NOT mutually exclusive but should work together. If we 
don’t build memory structures within category buyers, we won’t be able to trigger their interest.



A collection of content to engage, 
educate, and convert.

What we recommend:



Campaign Material

• An editorial calendar can be created to align 
affirmations posted on social and sent 
through an email drip campaign to blog posts 
or site content.

• Campaign material such as social banner ads, 
newsletter graphics, and blog imagery will be 
included.

• Simple quizzes will be created either monthly 
or bi-weekly to drive users from social to the 
Stay Well content hub. These interactives will 
be quizzes, infographics, or lookbooks which 
are perfect for social campaigns.
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* Calendar for example purposes



The Engagement Insights
Date Range:

Awareness content such as Instagram posts and 
Stories may drive users to the Stay Well site to make 
a purchase or book a stay at a Well hotel. 

Motion graphics, video content, and animations can 
be added to all assets to capture user attention and 
push them to the CTA.

Social Media / Traffic Driver Content



Stay Well Interactive Experiences
(In Room Marketing)

• Stay Well Interactive Experiences such as 
an interactive room tour or product finder, 
will be used to capture data about 
unknown site visitors in order to send 
them targeted products on social or email. 

• GEO-Tagged Interactives can be created 
for users that visit the Stay Well site when 
near a Stay Well hotel. Visitors can be 
driven to specific interactive landing pages 
to personalized content such as images of 
the hotel or area. Products available in 
their hotel will be highlighted for purchase.



   

Stay Well Interactive Experiences

• Wellness Assessment: Research 
captured by Delos can be turned into 
interactive such as assessments, to test 
users knowledge, or analyze their own 
wellness. The assessments can be used 
for both B2B Marketing initiatives and 
B2C. 

• Interactive Reports for Partners: Interactive 
Reports can be created from research and 
sent to partners in an immersive way, 
highlighting key data points to ensure they 
aren’t missed. 
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Stay Well Lifestyle Content Hub/Blog

• Mid-funnel content hub, such as a blog or a 
mini-site, where potential buyers can learn and 
be educated about the Stay Well approach.

• The content hub will host top-of-the-funnel 
content and interactive experiences, and how 
to blog posts covering topics like lifestyle, 
wellness, travel, and well-being experiences.

• Content hubs can be personalized based on 
user input to the hub or by previous 
engagements.

• The hub may include testimonial 
video-stories 
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How can the data captured in an 
interactive experience be used?

   

Inform Email 
Marketing Campaigns

Send Targeted 
Content on Social

Dynamically Populate 
Products on Site

Identify the Content 
that Resonates

Create a Digital 
Dialogue with Users

Improve the Quality 
and Quantity of Leads

Develop a Focused 
Content Strategy

Learn what Motivates 
Customers to Purchase



Product 
videos

Social Content such 
as affirmations or 

mini quizzes

Blogs

Infographics

Customer 
Testimonials

Influencer 
Content such as 
product reviews

Travel Quizzes

Event Marketing 
(Virtual or In Person)

Newsletters

AWARENESS CONSIDERATION PURCHASE RETENTION & LOYALTY

Interactive  
Assessments

When you own content 
you own the full customer journey



Q& A



LAUREN KLEIN
lauren.klein@rockcontent.com

Thank
you!


